
Simple soundbar and wireless subwoofer system for dramatic 
home theater audio

JBL® SB 300 

Features advantages BeneFits

Complete 2.1-channel sound system Everything you need to turn your TV into 
a home theater is included

Nothing more to buy

Engineered as a system Delivers better overall performance than 
stand-alone components 

More realistic movie and music experiences 

Front soundbar Left and right speakers, amplifiers and 
controls are integrated into one sleek unit

Saves space; simplifies setup and operation

Wireless powered subwoofer An 8-inch (200mm), 100-watt subwoofer 
for deep, satisfying bass without speaker 
wires 

Easy installation

IR remote A credit-card-sized remote controls 
system power, volume and audio inputs

Ease of use

Down-firing bass reflex subwoofer enclosure Puts your floor to work, increasing 
bass output and minimizing unwanted 
interaction with walls

Realistic, high-impact bass

Magnetically shielded soundbar and subwoofer Eliminates video interference near your 
TV monitor

Increased placement flexibility 

3-D surround processing Creates a realistic surround sound 
experience effective for both movies and 
music 

Multichannel sound from two-channel sources

Dual-position EQ Optimizes soundbar performance for 
tabletop or wall-mounting

Improves overall bass performance

Dual input connections Connect to both your TV and DVD player 
or other audio source at the same time

Eliminates cable swapping

Subwoofer volume, crossover and phase 
controls

Optimize bass response for your listening 
environment and adjust for personal 
taste and program material

Your bass, your way

Auto power on System powers on automatically with TV, 
DVD or other audio input

Simplifies operation

Wireless code switches on soundbar and 
subwoofer

Pairs devices for RF operation Avoids interference with other RF devices
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Many home theater installations require five loudspeakers, a subwoofer and 

miles of speaker wire. The JBL® SB 300 greatly simplifies that equation. It’s 

a complete home theater sound system comprised of only a single amplified 

soundbar and a wireless powered subwoofer. Just connect the soundbar directly 

to your television, DVD player or game console, and plug the subwoofer into 

any convenient power outlet. You’ll enjoy rich, full-spectrum 2.1-channel output 

that dramatically improves the sound of any TV monitor. Or you can select 3-D 

surround processing to create a realistic 360-degree soundstage electronically. 

Either way, the SB 300 delivers true JBL performance with the absolute minimum 

number of components – and all without a speaker wire in sight.
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